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Task one:
• With each stimulus study it 

(listen,read,watch) and write 
down any phrases, words or 
things that you would associate 
with what is there in front of 
you on the relevant picture in 
the booklet.

NOTE: This shouldn’t be a hard process, it should be an instant 
response with no more than three minutes spent on each stimuli.

EG: Book

Pad Notetaking

Workstation
Study/office

White – pure Blank page

Ringbinder Binding

Task Two:
• Choose three of the stimuli that 

interest you the most.
• With each one expand on your 

initial responses from the ones 
you’ve written in the booklet.

EG: Of Life/The Bible

Lily pad! Secretary. In a lecture

Isolation. Working hard.

New (Fresh)start. 
Angel. Innocent. Start of a 

new chapter

Ring – marriage Foot binding.
Collection of information. Marriage binding

Bandages.



Task Three:
• Choose one of the three stimuli that you have taken to the next stage.
• Ask questions surrounding your developments on the stimulus you have chosen. Write these in your booklet. 

Is it only frogs that live on lily pads? Books are full of knowledge so why is there nothing written? 
Lily White –isn’t that something? – links to ‘Pads’ Someone that’s not clever? What was before the Bible?

What is the book of life?

People ‘hot desk’? No identity? A secretary keeps secrets. ‘secret’ary. Have 
there ever been any famous secretaries? 

Is there an Angel that was taken captive (bound?) Shorthand is a whole language – could be 
Why do we see ‘white’ to be pure/ innocent? used to send secret (ish) message!

Where does the tradition of rings being the symbol What cultures have binding in?  I think there are a few.
of marriage?



Task Four:

You have now got a lot of information and ideas based on one stimulus.

• Create three different storylines that use the developments and research you have undertaken in all the tasks.
• Use the structure of devised Drama idea suggestions grid to plot these out well. 

Task Five:

• Research three of the question areas from Task Three.

• For example I might look at:

Binding – foot binding in China. Breast binding in the trans communinity. Binding can also mean contracts.

Secretary – spy stories?

Books – Was the bible the first thing that was ever written? If not, what was?

Collate three or four bits of information in each area that you find interesting.



Write a six sentence overview of the plot:

How would you use the following to communicate meaning in your plot?

Lighting:

Sound:

Props and Set:

Costume:

What stimulus is your idea based on.
Give three facts about the stimulus.

What research is your idea based on:

What style and Genre do you think would be most 
suitable for this idea? Why?

Decide on the structure of the drama:
Cyclic
Episodic
Linear
Explain why:

Decide on the performance space of the drama:
Proscenium Arch Thrust
The Round Traverse
Explain why:
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